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HEADLINES 

Morning news 

NHK gave top play to a report that events related to the funeral for Prince Mikasa, who passed away 

on Thursday, will begin today. Fuji TV also reported on the passing of Prince Mikasa. NTV led with a 

report that the Nippon Ham Fighters defeated the Hiroshima Toyo Carp in the Japan Series 

professional baseball championship on Thursday and are now one victory away from winning the 

championship. TV Asahi gave top play to a report on a missing 24-year-old woman in Oita. TBS 

reported that more than 4,000 people have applied to join a political school that Tokyo Governor 

Koike plans to launch later this month.   

Main front-page items in national papers included the death of Prince Mikasa, the Chinese 

Communist Party’s declaration that President Xi is its “core” leader, Education Ministry data on 

bullying and truancy, and a GOJ plan to collect opinions from 16 experts on the Emperor’s desire to 

abdicate.  

INTERNATIONAL 

Japan, ROK to conclude GSOMIA 

All papers focused on South Korea’s renewed interest in signing with Japan a bilateral general 

security of military information agreement (GSOMIA), speculating that North Korea’s continued 

provocations have prompted the Park administration to take a positive stance on the pact, which is 

expected to make the direct, swift exchange of intelligence on DPRK ballistic missile launches and 
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other military activities between Tokyo and Washington possible. Nikkei said Seoul apparently 

prioritized crisis response over deference to the public’s anti-Japanese sentiment in view of 

escalated provocations by North Korea. 

Asahi projected that the two nations are aiming to conclude the pact in November, claiming that 

Seoul conveyed to Washington its policy of resuming GSOMIA talks with Tokyo before making an 

official announcement yesterday. The paper added that although opposition to the accord has 

subsided in South Korea on account of the continued threat posed by Pyongyang, an ongoing 

scandal involving President Park in which she apparently disclosed confidential documents to her 

“personal advisor” may complicate bilateral negotiations. 

Duterte told Abe U.S. treats Philippines like a “dog” 

Several papers reported on press remarks made on Thursday in Yokohama by Philippine President 

Duterte, who disclosed that during his meeting with Prime Minister Abe on Wednesday night he said 

that the U.S. treats the Philippines like a “dog.” He also stated: “Every time there is a problem, the 

U.S. threatens to suspend its aid.” The Philippine leader reiterated that Manila may conduct a review 

of the existing military accord with Washington and ask U.S. troops to leave his country. Duterte also 

noted that it may be difficult to seal a bilateral visiting forces agreement with Japan.     

In a related article, Yomiuri published an interview with Philippine Communications Secretary 

Andanar, who suggested that the 2014 Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) that 

allows the U.S. to rotate troops to the Philippines for extended stays may be discontinued by saying: 

“If the president concludes that it is no longer practical, the pact will disappear.” However, the 

minister expressed a negative view about abrogating the mutual defense treaty with Washington. 

The Philippine official underscored the need for Manila to seek more independent diplomacy by 

saying: “The previous administrations have relied on the U.S. too much…. The Philippines is a 

sovereign state, and thus should not be controlled by outsiders.” 

SECURITY 

Picketers at helipad construction sites also used abusive language? 

Sankei wrote that the Okinawa chapter of the LDP has put together a draft motion on the recent 

derogatory remarks made toward protestors by two policemen at helipad construction sites at the 

Northern Training Area. The motion, to be submitted to the prefectural assembly, reportedly says 

that base opponents have also used offensive language, telling riot police at the scene, “Because 

you are dogs, you can’t comprehend our words.” The report further says the protesters told riot 

police, “We can fight you with Molotov cocktails and steel pipes.” 

SDF unit in South Sudan resumes operations outside UN camp 



All papers reported on an MOD announcement yesterday that a GSDF engineering battalion in 

South Sudan resumed operations outside a UN compound in Juba beginning on Wednesday on 

account of the restoration of law and order. The operations to transport sand from a mountain in the 

outskirts of the capital to the compound had been suspended since July due to a major conflict that 

broke out between the government and the opposition forces. 

Hibakusha group criticizes President Obama for being “double tongued” 

Asahi reported that the Japan Confederation of A- and H-Bomb Sufferers Organization has sent a 

letter to the White House criticizing President Obama for being “double tongued.” The hibakusha 

group took issue with the administration’s alleged pressure on NATO allies to oppose a proposed 

motion calling for negotiations on the Nuclear Weapons Convention, stressing that this approach 

runs counter to the President’s speech in Hiroshima in May calling for renewed efforts to build a 

world without nuclear weapons.   

POLITICS 

Ruling coalition looking to pass TPP bills at Lower House early next week 

All papers highlighted Diet discussions on the GOJ-sponsored TPP legislation on Thursday, noting 

that the ruling coalition has chosen not to put the bills to a vote at a Lower House plenary session on 

Friday and instead is aiming to do so on Nov. 1 or later out of deference to the opposition camp, 

which remains strongly opposed to the regional free trade pact. Mainichi said if the bills clear the 

lower chamber on Nov. 1, they will probably be enacted by Nov. 30 when the current Diet session 

ends. Yomiuri said the GOJ and the ruling coalition may extend the present Diet term into December 

if necessary in order to ensure the enactment.   

According to Asahi, the TPP’s investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanism became a major 

point of contention during yesterday’s session, with an opposition lawmaker grilling Foreign Minister 

Kishida about whether the Japanese government could be sued by a U.S. multinational corporation 

that viewed Japanese regulations as a barrier to its investment in Japan. The GOJ official reportedly 

dismissed this concern by saying that such a lawsuit is implausible. Tokyo Shimbun said PM Abe 

underscored that the TPP contains no rules that would “undermine” food safety in Japan.   

JCP leader criticizes DP for being lukewarm on election cooperation 

All papers took up yesterday’s remarks made by Japanese Communist Party Chairman Shii, who 

complained that the Democratic Party leadership of President Renho is still hesitant about 

deepening electoral cooperation with the JCP and two other opposition parties. Shii insisted that the 

largest opposition party should ignore calls from its largest supporter, the Japanese Trade Union 

Confederation (Rengo), to discontinue collaboration with the JCP. 



In a related development, Yomiuri reported that LDP Secretary General Nikai met over dinner with 

Rengo Chairman Kozu on Wednesday, speculating that the LDP politician was trying to drive a 

wedge between Rengo and the DP by capitalizing on the emerging rift between them.  

SCIENCE 

IWC adopts motion making research whaling more difficult 

All papers wrote that a motion was adopted on Thursday during the ongoing International Whaling 

Commission convention in Slovenia making research whaling more difficult. Because the resolution 

is not legally binding, Japan is likely to ignore it and continue research whaling. 
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